When confronted with the realities of the contemporary theatre ecology, writers know that they need to make economical choices if they want their work to receive a first production.
Produce-ability, or the issue of whether or not your play will ever see the light of day, is not a new issue for creators in any market. When confronted with the realities of the contemporary theatre ecology, writers know that they need to make economical choices if they want their work to receive a first production-let alone a history of production. Often, making your play "produceable" means that your piece doesn't have any extraneous elements that would create additional costs. This has resulted in a litany of Canadian plays that have small casts, unit sets, and contemporary (read: inexpensive) costumes. Yet, when one considers the issue ctr 171 summer 2017 "Is It Small Enough?": The Issue of Scale in Canadian Musical Theatre | FEATURES of produce-ability within the context of musical theatre, there are many more things to consider. In speaking with a number of Canadian musical theatre writers, there is a divide around how the issue of scale (and the issue of "produce-ability") influences our work.
In the beginning I think most creators would like to feel that their creative impulses are not marred by the realities of the producing landscape. In my conversation with Jay Turvey and Paul Sportelli, they remarked, "When we write, we stay in an 'art zone' rather than going into a 'commercial-thinking zone.'" Jay and Paul have written six musicals to date, and are currently working on a seventh. Two of their shows were produced as a part of the Shaw Festival theatre season, where Jay works as an actor and director and Paul works as a music director and composer. "We are attracted to writing smaller 'chamber' musicals, not because they are necessarily more produce-able, but because we are attracted to more intimate stories where characters can be more fully fleshed out" (Sportelli).
Neil Bartram and Brian Hill, seasoned musical theatre writers who are responsible for shows like The Story of My Life, The Theory of Relativity, and You Are Here, had a similar approach. "Story is first consideration. But financial realities come into play during rewrites and development when we have a production goal in mind. Often a piece that felt epic needs to be scaled down for the final destination... or in some cases, scaled up" (Hill). Indeed, a show's direction can change drastically once there is a clear destinationor a clear producer-connected to the development.
However, younger composers don't seem to have the same luxury. They are more bound by the financial realities of production because there are fewer producers and companies looking to take a risk on a lesser-known entity. While I would include myself in this list, I spoke to a few other composers at this stage of their career. Wesley J. Colford, a writer-composer and artistic director of the new Highland Arts Theatre, said: "I tend to write to a scale I know I have the ability to make happen with the opportunities and resources at hand." Scott Christian, another young composer responsible for A Misfortune and Hero and Leander, agreed: "While in an ideal world, the story and content should dictate the scale of the show we write, the teams I've written with have always factored 'produce-ability' into very early creative conversations. And by produce-ability, we mean scale, and by scale we mean 'is it small enough'?" The reality for young creators of musical theatre (and straight plays) often features a lot of self-producing. Scott said: "As an emerging writer, I am thinking as a self-producer for a festival environment, or dreaming that a theatre company will take a chance on me. If a company does, in my mind the piece needs to be small scale enough to minimize the risk as a relatively unknown creator."
Scale can inform the work right from the first impulse. However, it's up to the creator to decide if they want scale to determine the pathway of their creation. I began to think about what drives that new creation, beyond an initial artistic impulse. Apart from the creators, who are the advocates for the creation of new work in Canada and abroad?
The market (or lack thereof)
There are few companies (and fewer dollars) allocated exclusively to the creation and development of new work for the musical theatre in Canada. As a community, we tend to lump musical theatre in with straight theatre (or in the case of the Dora Awards, with opera), failing to recognize the unique challenges in developing work in this genre. In the US, the commercial viability of big musical theatre results in real focus on new musical development, largely through the regional theatre circuit. In other words, not-for-profit regional theatres invest in the creation of new work, and if it is successful, commercial producers "pick it up" with an aim to end up on Broadway. There are more flops than successes for sure, but if you find a hit, a commercial producer knows that there is money to be made on a new musical. In Canada, our only commercial producer is Mirvish Productions, and they rely largely on a rotating list of American and British hits to form the bulk of their season. Now I am no expert in American models for musical theatre development, but when I spoke to these creators, I asked them about the absence of a commercial theatre market in Canada.
Welsey J. Colford said, "In the current system, there's no one calling for the creation of new musicals. Regional artistic directors, at best, seem to tolerate musicals as vile necessities that subsidize the shows they want to do (which have less commercial appeal) yet [they] are tied into big name Broadway hits which leaves little room for new Canadian works. There's no home. No development ground." Jim Betts, creator of Colours in the Storm and Little Women, agrees: "Our not-for-profit system can still support the creation of good works of Canadian musical theatre-the challenge is in getting more companies interested in doing that work."
I think Colford and Betts are right, but I think the lack of interest is largely because our regional system is not driven by a To me, the potential for a paycheque plays directly into the conversation around scale: big players in American musical theatre are not often thwarted by the small cast requirements of plays, because of the commercial appeal of a larger cast-and the existence of a commercial theatre ecology.
There are other factors around "produce-ability" to consider as well. Larger shows also have greater appeal to school and community groups-who produce more often and with larger castsmeaning that writers might benefit financially from making a large-scale choice in their work. Smaller shows may have a greater chance of being produced in a Canadian (read: smaller) market, but that size of show is less likely to make it in a larger (commercial) market. Bartram and Hill also pointed out the advantages of a smaller show in terms of licensing life: "We're often asked if we wrote The Story of My Life as a two-hander because it would be easier to sell to theatres. We wrote it for two people simply because we wanted to tell that story and we only needed those two guys. It's a residual benefit that it's an inexpensive show to produce, so its licensing life has been lucrative." Scott Christian suggested that the problem of scale is in fact more of an issue around creative content: "I think that the scale of the ideas is more important that the scale of productions. Canadian musical theatre at its worst caters to grant applications or restrictive mandates, or tailors to an imagined subscriber base who's allergic to things that are challenging or interesting. While there are lots of reasons why I'd love to write a show for twenty, thirty, or fifty actors, I think we should focus on writing shows that we can get done one way or another, and be braver about the subjects and quality of the work." So let's talk about the work itself. 
Form and content
How does the form of musical theatre shift with the scale? Undoubtedly, the form itself is heightened musically by the addition of voices; it's no surprise that audiences love the grand musicals of the past, featuring large casts and large choruses. Like opera, musicals play on an epic scale, and that kind of scale requires a large number of voices. The richness of shows like Ragtime, Les Misérables, and The Phantom of the Opera rely on large ensembles for their popularity. As Bartram and Hill said, "A larger cast offers you a more varied palette, which is a creative plus." Turvey and Sportelli agreed: "The first benefit that comes to mind is the ability to write more complex ensemble numbers with more vocal harmony and counterpoint." But Jim Betts points out that "large-scale productions require more sophisticated craftsmanship-from all departments, writers included. The bigger a production becomes, the harder it is to control, and the greater the risk that the writing gets lost underneath the production elements." And that still leaves aside the logistical issues with creating a large-scale work in our present ecology. As Betts says, "The most obvious advantage of writing smaller-scale shows, particularly in Canada, is that they are more likely to be produced." Yet I would argue that there are artistic advantages to working on a smaller scale as well. Each individual performer has more material, it is easier to facilitate proper development because material can more easily change throughout a rehearsal process, and there is an intimacy created with the characters that is often less present in a larger show. Turvey and Sportelli remarked that "with smaller cast sizes, one needs to be more clever in how one achieves sonic vocal variety." However, I think the quality of the craft will affect the success of a show, regardless of its scale. Given the scale of my writing, I really value the opportunity to tell character-driven stories through song-and I think you can achieve that by embracing the advantages of a smaller scale work.
Orchestration
Many composers mentioned the way that a given scale affects the instrumentation of their work, and for them that was one of the greatest disadvantages to working at a smaller scale. Betts said: "One area in which financial considerations seem almost always to be a factor is on the music side-usually the size of the band or orchestra. The musical palette of most Canadian shows is traditionally pretty limited-often a show is lucky to have anything more than a single piano." Turvey and Sportelli agreed: "The area where we are more aware of scale in writing is orchestration. Some of our musicals I would orchestrate for a larger orchestra if a production were happening in a larger venue that could handle a larger orchestra, and [if ] So, we're left wondering if it's small enough, and if that's an important question to ask. I think scale will always be a consideration in creating new work, and especially in Canadian musical theatre. I'm certain that history will remark on the seemingly thrifty output from Canadian musical theatre composers, in terms of writing at a smaller scale. But Bartram and Hill said something that has really stuck with me: "Story comes first and scale follows. If it's a good story, it can be told through poor theatre or a $20 million commercial production or anything in-between."
I think we're on the brink of something big in Canada. Canadian musicals were produced across the country this yearCanadian musicals of both large and small scales-and they were received enthusiastically by audiences. I was so inspired by what I heard from these incredible Canadian creators, and I hope their perspective can inspire this generation and the next in writing new musical theatre. I want to leave you with a mantra from Turvey and Sportelli: "We just write. We write what we are passionate about; we write about what interests us; and we simply bring ourselves to the story and intersect with it as vigorously and creatively as we can."
Our voices are beginning to be heard, and if we (as a community) can continue to support one another in the creation of honest work-work that isn't driven exclusively by financial constraints-then I think we will continue to build a thriving Canadian musical theatre.
So, let's just write, everyone. Let's make more stories, and let's worry less about how big or small they are. 
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